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The IoT Week is a global tech & innovation conference gathering for 12 years all leading IoT, data, and digital transformation stakeholders from 
around the world to exchange innovation project results, cutting edge solutions, data standards and future regulation.

• Over 4 days of intense interactions & sessions

• Network - Over 1000 participants from industry, academia and public sector, entrepreneurs, and visionaries from around the globe

• Listen and learn from international speakers offering global insight and perspectives

• Expand your vision – find new business partners among the top leaders in the sector

• See the latest IoT, ML/AI and data related innovations

• Learn about Large Scale Projects funded by the European Commission on the Internet of Things, Big Data, Cloud Systems, FINTECH technology and much more

• Scout the most promising projects from entrepreneurs and developers at the IoT Week 2023 Hackathon and Startup Competition
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CHALLENGES

New Data Economy New Energy New AI/Quantum/IoT
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Human & Society
Climate neutral and social smart 
communities

Mobility
• Shared / power sources / budget

Democracy
• Digital participation / media / 

empowerment 

Energy consumption
• Smart grid
• Energy communities

Resilience

Health

Smart Living

Example How new data concepts can enhance the 
challenges of share mobility?

How do we digitally support a true social 
smart grid mitigating the interest of 
stakeholders?

How quantum technology can support the 
next steps in smart communities with 
regards to increased resilience?

Planet & Environment
Soil, food, bioeconomy, natural 
resources, ocean, marine

Smart Digital Agriculture

Modern Aquafarming

Vertical farming & cellular meat

Provision of energy Blue Economy

Example
How can we scale new digital farming 
solutions for more sustainable agri- and 
aquaculture within planetary boundaries?

How can we utilize agricultural areas for 
energy production through smart agro-
photovoltaik and biogas production?

How can we equitably adjust resource use 
while supporting the transition of the old 
economy to the new?

The IoT Week 2023 in Berlin will invite you to discover the latest developments with innovative technologies such as Artificial Intelligence, edge computing, extended reality and 
metaverse, Blockchain, Quantum Computing, Robotics, Data Sovereignty, data spaces, etc. We will navigate across diverse verticals, from smart communities, smart manufacturing, 
and smart agriculture to mobility, e-health, climate change and sustainable development, and energy efficiency. 

THEMATIC AREAS
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With over 1,000 participants from 50 countries, providing you with the 
opportunity to:
• International exposure to all IoT Stakeholders
• Make global alliances & partnerships
• Showcase “What’s New” and innovative
• Challenge and inspire your colleagues
• Meet the leaders of tomorrow during IoT Week and engage them in what 

you are doing!

WHY SUPPORT IOT WEEK 2023BERLIN1. Next-Generation IoT, Research and Cross-Atlantic Cooperation

We will focus on how the Intelligent Connectivity is shaping the development of systems
with the integration of ubiquitous wireless and cellular network; what will the technological
breakthroughs of the future be; how is foreseen the research on IoT, Edge Computing and
Cloud in the upcoming European programme; and what is the ground for potential
collaboration of EU and US academia on fundamental and pre-competitive research.

2. IoT Markets and Applications in Industry, Agriculture & Smart Communities

Along the week, key experts will explore new business innovation strategies and models in
the market, with a special focus on solutions to revolutionize farming and agriculture,
providing increased value for the world in a time where sustainable development is more
necessary than ever. The 4.0 and 5.0 industrial revolutions will be debated from the point
of view of resiliency and self-sufficiency. Also, the power of IoT in transforming cities and
communities towards smarter, safer, and easier to manage environments.

3. IoT for the SDGs

Following the IoT Week commitment on the fulfilment of the Sustainable Development
Goals, the 2022 edition will bring a large variety of stakeholders to demonstrate how IoT
can contribute to implement the SDGs and how will change the way we can live, work, and
interact with others in our daily environments.

4. From Data Spaces to Data Legislation

Data may empower Artificial Intelligence and, thus, IoT data may help in making better
business decisions and building more competitive industries. However, the discussion on
cybersecurity issues and ethical implications, together with legal regulations worldwide is
needed.

5. IoT Platforms and Standardisation

IoT Standardisation is following the evolution of IoT and edge computing, as well as the
technical issues that must be addressed and resolved.
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CO-LOCATED EVENTS

Global IoT Summit The 6th Global IoT Summit, a scientific 
conference focused on IoT, ML/AI and 
digital transformation, will be collocated with 
IoT Week 2023.

2023 Berlin

General Assembly AIoTI The AIOTI General Assembly meeting will
be held in Berlin, during IoT Week 2023.



We welcome groups to consider exhibiting at IoT Week Berlin 2023. Be a part of the many
conversations, as the exhibition will be located in key traffic and networking areas to
engage the delegates. The face-to-face exhibition opens Monday to Thursday with a
Sunday afternoon set-up.

The exhibition is space only (no shell scheme) but provided furniture and power. Please
see the details below.

Exhibition space is table top where exhibitors can display their pop-up banners and 
promotional collateral. Discount rates will be provided for additional tickets.
Included:
• Trestle table & Cloth
• Two Chairs
• One double standard power socket

Exhibitors will receive the following additional benefits:
• Logo and description on the conference website exhibitor section
• Listing on the official conference app ( Logo and company description) and online

Conference  platform presence to align with your booked package
• Registration pass booking discount – 10%

Sample spaces Early Bird Expo Rate
€395 per sqm

Regular Expo Rate
€495 per sqm

Startup Expo Rate Full IoT Week Pass 
(excl. Gala Dinner)

1,5m x 1,5m € 888,75 €1.113,75 € 556,88 1

1,5 m x 3,0m € 1.777,50 €.2.227,50 - 2

3,0m x 3,0m € 3.555,00 € 4.455,00 - 2

EXHIBITION OPPORTUNITIES2023 Berlin

Please note that all rates are indicated without VAT and may be subject to VAT where applicable.



Contact the conference office in Berlin to discuss bespoke packages and opportunities that 
achieve your organisations goals at IoT Week 2023.

CONTACT

Email:

• Complete the BOOKING FORM and return with your company logo and web URL.
• On receipt of a completed booking form, you are agreeing to the event terms and 

conditions. Please ensure you complete the booking form, sign and return it per 
instructions.

• Sponsors are required to forward a high resolution logo and promotional 
information as requested.

• An invoice will be issued accordingly. Payment is completed to IoT Week Berlin 
UG. Full banking information will be provided on the issued invoice.

• All branded entitlements are subject to timelines according to the date of booking. 
Sponsors are responsible for ensuring delivery of any items per the advised 
schedule.

*Please note that all rates are indicated without VAT and may be subject to VAT where applicable.

Thank you
for your interest

www.iotweek.org

Engage with the IoT Forum Community

IoT Forum engages in other activities to attract and gather a global 
audience prior to and during IoT Week. 

Forthcoming events:

4th Edition of the Digital Around the World 2023
Online, 20-21 October 

2nd Edition of the Privacy Symposium 2023
Venice, 17-21 April 

partners@iotweek.org
Contact: partners@iotweek.org

See you in Berlin

https://iotweek.org/
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